
Makes 40-50 depending on the number of marshmallows and lollies in the 

packet.

Before You Start

Always start with clean washed hands in the kitchen.

Instructions

1. Put chocolate and copha in small microwave jug, 

or in a small bowl.

2.        Adult supervision - Melt chocolate mixture in 

microwave or over a saucepan of hot water.  If using a 

microwave it is best to use 50% or medium heat setting, 

and do short bursts, 30 seconds and then stir, to make 

sure chocolate does not over cook.

3.  Once melted, dip the end of a 

marshmallow into the 

chocolate, and put the 

marshmallow, chocolate side up 

onto a tray or plate.

4. Quickly place a jube lolly, candy or fruit on the 

melted chocolate and allow to set hard.

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all the 

marshmallows or lollies have been used.

6.  Arrange the marshmallows in a heart shape 

on a nice serving plate or tray, and enjoy 

with your valentine!

Free Fun Friday!

Sweet Heart

Valentine
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Get Our E-zine!

Subscribe to our themed, 

children’s activity and craft 

magazine today!  Great value 

and packed full, with 70 pages 

of fun and versatile ideas that 

you can even use for a party!

Only AU$4 per issue (when 

purchasing a year’s subscription 

costing $16).

Equipment

Kitchen scales

Small microwave jug and 

microwave (or heat proof 

bowl and saucepan and 

stove) to melt chocolate. 

(Adult supervision is 

recommended)

Stirring spoon (heat 

proof)

Tray or plate for the 

marshmallows to sit on to set

Large flat serving plate or 

tray to serve the heart

Ingredients

Packet of marshmallows 

(medium sized ones are 

best)

Red jube lollies (candy) or 

fresh fruit like strawberries 

or raspberries

200g (3.5 oz) milk, dark or 

white chocolate

20 g (0.7 oz) copha or 

vegetable oil
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